SPECIAL ORDER NO. 222 
Series of 1992

Further to Special Order No. 210, series of 1992, the personnel complement of the POEA ACTION CENTER (POEA-AC) is hereby reconstituted as follows:

1. BARBARA D. LAMZON – Officer-in-Charge
2. MELANIO ALONSO
3. RAMON PASSTRANA
4. ARLENE BARBOSA
5. IRENE FRIOLO
6. EMILY PULUMBARIT
7. RITA FUENTES
8. LITA GOMES
9. ERNESTO VISTRO

The Office of the Resident Ombudsman shall be relocated to the same office of the POEA-AC.

Further, the above-named personnel are likewise directed to attend the briefing-orientation on POEA services to be held at the POEA Auditorium on 19 August 1992 at 10:30 A.M. – 2:00 P.M.

Ms. Josephine Castillo is instructed to report back to the Government Placement Branch.

FELICISIMO B. JOSON
Administrator

12 August 1992